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Term Dates 2022

Spring Holiday 4th – 15th April
May day holiday (moved from May) 2nd June
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee 3rd June
Local Holiday 6th June
Last day of school year 1st July
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Boccia Festival:
On Tuesday 8th March our two
teams went up to Gordon’s
Schools to take part in the
festival and ended up being the
only school. However, they had a
fantastic time and are prepared
for other festivals in the future.

18 March
2022

Wear something red - Pupils and staff are welcome to come to school wearing something red. Room 12 will
visit classes to collect donations for this on the morning of Friday 18 th March.
Make a red nose - Classes are invited to get inventive and create red noses in any way they would like. Pupils
from Room 12 have suggested that classes could draw, colour, paint, craft, bake, or even search for red items
to create red noses.
Red Nose Hunt - Room 12 will be organising a 'Red Nose' hunt around the playground area for pupils to get
involved with during outdoor time on Friday 18th March.
Red Noses will be on sale for £1.50.

Room 11
Room 11’s hard work has been turned into art!
Ewen Munro who is from Social Enterprise
Scotland is Room 11’s advisor for their social
enterprise journey.
Ewen, who is also a photographer, purchased
the bird feeder and placed it in his garden and
captured this incredible photograph!

Room 11 have been getting green fingered! For their next enterprise product, they are creating hanging
baskets and planters. Each costing £6, if you would like to place an order, please contact the school office.

Room 11 have been learning about the human body for a SQA National 2 unit. As part of this learning, we have looked
at different systems in the body and their functions.
We completed our learning about the heart by performing open heart surgery - carrying a heart dissection! We used
our learning to help us discuss the heart as we explored the lambs’ hearts. It was so interesting!
We were learning the names of the bones in our body. Do you know that we have 206 bones in our adult bodies and
the smallest bone is in your ear! There are the same number of bones in our necks as there are in a giraffe’s neck – 7
bones! Mrs Godwin gave us a pile of bones and we arranged them to make a human!
Next we are going to learn about the digestive system! Exciting!

